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1. Introduction

AWAKE is a proof-of-concept acceleration experiment with the aim to inform a design for high energy frontier particle accelerators and is currently being built at CERN [1,2]. The AWAKE experiment is the world’s first proton driven plasma wakefield acceleration experiment, which will use a high-energy proton bunch to drive a plasma wakefield for electron beam acceleration. A 400 GeV/c proton beam will be extracted from the CERN Super Proton Synchrotron, SPS, and utilized as a drive beam for wakefields in a 10 m long plasma cell to accelerate electrons with amplitudes up to the GV/m level. Fig. 1 shows the AWAKE facility in the CERN accelerator complex. In order to drive the plasma wakefields efficiently, the length of the drive bunch has to be on the order of the plasma wavelength $\lambda_{pe}$, which corresponds to $\approx 1 \text{ mm}$ for the plasma density used in AWAKE ($10^{15}$–$10^{16}$ electrons/cm$^3$). The proton beam for AWAKE has a bunch length of $\sigma_z = 12 \text{ cm}$, therefore the experiment relies on the self-modulation instability (SMI) [3], which modulates the proton driver at the plasma wavelength in the first few meters of plasma. The SMI is a transverse instability that arises from the interplay between transverse components of the plasma wakefields and the wakefields being driven by regions of different bunch densities. The modulation period $s \approx \lambda_{pe}$ and the modulated bunch resonantly drives the plasma wakefields. The occurrence of the SMI can be detected by characterizing the longitudinal structure of the proton beam when exiting the plasma cell.

In the AWAKE master schedule, the experiment to obtain evidence for the SMI corresponds to Phase 1, and is expected to start by the end of 2016. In Phase 2, AWAKE aims at the first demonstration of proton-driven plasma wakefield acceleration of an electron witness beam; this programme is planned to start by the end of 2017. At a later phase it is foreseen to have two plasma cells in order to separate the modulation of the proton bunch from the acceleration stage. Simulations [4] show that this would optimize the acceleration of external electrons and reach even higher gradients.

1.1. Baseline design

In the baseline design of AWAKE at CERN, an LHC-type proton bunch of 400 GeV/c (with an intensity of $\approx 3 \times 10^{11}$ protons/bunch) will be extracted from the CERN SPS and sent along the 750 m long proton beam line towards a plasma cell. The AWAKE facility is installed in the area, which was previously used for the CERN Neutrinos to Gran Sasso facility (CNGS) [5]. The proton beam will be focused to $\sigma_{xy} = 200 \mu\text{m}$ near the entrance of the 10 m long rubidium vapor plasma cell with an adjustable density in the $10^{15}$–$10^{16}$ electrons/cm$^3$ range. When the proton bunch, with an r.m.s. bunch length of $\sigma_z = 12 \text{ cm}$ (0.4 ns), enters the plasma cell, it undergoes the SMI. The effective length and period of the modulated beam is set by the plasma wavelength (for AWAKE, typically $\lambda_{pe} = 1 \text{ mm}$). A high power ($\approx 4.5 \text{ TW}$) laser pulse, co-propagating and co-axial with the proton beam, will be used to ionize the neutral gas in the plasma cell and also to generate the seed of the proton bunch self-modulation. An electron beam of $1.2 \times 10^{9}$ electrons, which will be injected with 10–20 MeV/c into the plasma cell, serves as a witness beam and will be accelerated in the wake of the modulated proton bunch. Several diagnostic tools will be installed downstream of the plasma cell to measure the proton bunch self-modulation effects and the accelerated electron

---

**Fig. 1.** CERN accelerator complex.

**Fig. 2.** Baseline design of the AWAKE experiment.
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**Abstract**

The Advanced Proton Driven Plasma Wakefield Acceleration Experiment (AWAKE) aims at studying plasma wakefield generation and electron acceleration driven by proton bunches. It is a proof-of-principle R&D experiment at CERN and the world’s first proton driven plasma wakefield acceleration experiment. The AWAKE experiment will be installed in the former CNGS facility and uses the 400 GeV/c proton beam bunches from the SPS. The first experiments will focus on the self-modulation instability of the long (rms $\approx 12 \text{ cm}$) proton bunch in the plasma. These experiments are planned for the end of 2016. Later, in 2017/2018, low energy ($\approx 15 \text{ MeV}$) electrons will be externally injected into the sample wakefields and be accelerated beyond 1 GeV. The main goals of the experiment will be summarized. A summary of the AWAKE design and construction status will be presented.

© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
bunch properties. Fig. 2 shows the baseline design of the AWAKE experiment. The baseline parameters of the proton beam, laser and plasma cell are summarized in Table 1; those of the electron beam in Table 2.

2. The AWAKE beams: proton, electron, laser

2.1. Proton beam line

For the main part of the beam line, the 750 m long CNGS transfer line can be reused without major changes. However, in the last 80 m a chicane has been integrated in order to create space for a mirror of the laser beam line, necessary to merge the ionising laser beam with the proton beam about 22 m upstream the plasma cell. The proton beam is shifted horizontally by 20 mm at the laser pulse with the proton beam about 22 m upstream the plasma cell. Beam position monitors and screens (BTVs) in combination with a streak camera close to the plasma cell allow the overlap and synchronization of the beams to be measured. Optics simulations predict a 1σ spot size of 210 μm at the focal point in agreement with the experiment requirements (see Table 1).

2.2. Electron source

The electron source for AWAKE consists of a 2.5 cell RF-gun and a one meter long booster structure both at 3 GHz (see Fig. 3). The electron beam is produced via photo-emission by illuminating a cathode with a frequency quadrupled laser pulse which is derived from the main drive laser for the plasma. The wavelength used in the photo injector will be 262 nm. The baseline will use copper cathodes with a quantum efficiency of 0.01% in the power converter. However, thanks to the integration of a load lock system, which allows transferring cathodes under ultra high vacuum, different cathodes could be used: e.g. Cs₂Te with a quantum efficiency of 0.01%. A 30 cell travelling wave structure was designed to boost the energy with a constant gradient of 15 MV/m up to a total electron energy of 20 MeV. The RF-gun and the booster are powered by a single klystron delivering about 30 MW. The operation mode will be single bunch with a maximum repetition rate of 10 Hz. In addition the electron source is equipped with BPMs with a resolution of 50 μm to control the beam position, a fast current transformer with a resolution of 10 pC, a Faraday Cup, and two emittance measurement stations. Details of the electron source are described in [7]. The PHIN Photo-Injector built for CTF3 [8] will be used as the RF-gun for AWAKE. The RF power source will also be recuperated from the CTF3.

2.3. Electron beam line

The electron source is installed in an adjacent room 1.16 m below the level of the proton beam line. The electron transfer line consists of an achromatic dog-leg to raise the electron beam up to the level of the proton line and a part which bends the electron beam horizontally onto the proton beam axis. Details of the beam line design are described in [9], Fig. 4 shows the layout of electron beam line, together with the proton and laser beam lines in the AWAKE facility. Directly after the accelerating structure of the electron source a quadrupole triplet matches the electron beam into the transfer line (see Fig. 3). Another quadrupole triplet just before the plasma is used to focus the beam into the plasma. Five additional quadrupoles are used to control the dispersion and the beta function. While the dispersion in the horizontal plane is almost zero along the part of the beam line downstream of the merging dipole (common line with the protons), the dispersion in the vertical plane is not closed due to the vertical kick given by the tilted dipole, which merges the electron beam onto the proton beam axis. However, the final focusing system matches the beta functions and dispersion to the required 1σ spot size of ≤ 250 μm at the focal point in both planes. Longitudinally the focal point is set at an iris (orifice) with a free aperture of 10 mm about 0.5 m upstream of the plasma cell. The present optics provides the possibility to shift the focal point up to 0.8 m into the plasma cell without significant changes of the beam spot size. Ten kickers (correctors) along the electron beam line compensate systematic alignment and field errors and a shot-to-shot stability of ≤ 100 μm is predicted for a current fluctuation of 0.01% in the power converters. In the common beam line upstream the plasma cell the proton, electron and laser beam are travelling coaxially. Studies on the proton induced wakefields on the beam pipe walls and their effect on the electrons show that the influence of the proton beam wakefields on the electrons is negligible [10]. However, direct beam–beam effects show that the electron beam emittance blows.
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In addition to the beam–beam effect, the most efficient electron injection into the plasma wake fields must be optimized. The trapping of the electrons in the plasma was analysed with respect to the transverse vertical position $y$ and angle $\gamma$ at injection [12]. Combining the results of these studies show a possible optimized injection scheme; the electron beam is offset in the common beam line and this offset is kept also at the injection point (see Fig. 5). Adding a kicker magnet close to the plasma cell and focusing the beam into the iris allows to inject the electrons into the plasma wakefield with an offset of up to 3.25 mm and an angle between 0 and 8 mrad [9].

### 2.4. Laser beam line

The laser system is housed in a dust-free, temperature-stabilized area (class 4) and includes the laser, pulse compressor and laser beam transport optics [13]. The laser beam line to the plasma cell starts at the output of the optical compressor in the laser lab and is transported via a newly drilled laser core. The laser beam line is enclosed in a vacuum system, which is attached to the compressor’s vacuum chamber and to the proton beam line vacuum system at the merging point, which is at a vacuum level of $10^{-7}$ mbar. The deflection of the laser beam will be performed with dielectric mirrors held by motorized mirror mounts, installed in the vacuum system. The size of the laser beam and the focusing spatial phase will be controlled by a dedicated telescope just before the pulse compressor. The focal distance is to be adjustable in the range between 35 and 45 m.

A diagnostic beam line will be installed in the proton tunnel for measuring the beam properties of a low energy replica of the ionizing beam in exactly the distance which corresponds to the plasma cell location.

The laser beam for the electron gun will be taken from the second output of the base version of the laser system, further amplified to $\approx 30$ mJ, compressed to 300 fs using an in-air compressor, frequency converted to 262 nm via a Third Harmonics Generation and stretched to the desired pulse length of 10 ps.

### 2.5. Low-level RF and synchronization

The proton, electron and the high power laser pulse have to arrive simultaneously in the rubidium plasma cell. The proton bunch is extracted from the SPS about every 30 s and must be synchronized with the AWAKE laser and the electron beam pulsing at a repetition rate of 10 Hz. The latter is directly generated using a photocathode triggered by part of the laser light, but the exact time of arrival in the plasma cell still depends on the phase of the RF in the accelerating structure. Each beam requires RF signals at characteristic frequencies: 6 GHz, 88.2 MHz and 10 Hz for the
synchronization of the laser pulse, 400.8 MHz and 8.7 kHz for the SPS, as well as 3 GHz to drive the accelerating structure of the electron beam [14]. A low-level RF system and distribution has been designed to generate all signals derived from a common reference. Additionally precision triggers, synchronous with the arrival of the beams, will be distributed to beam instrumentation equipment to measure the synchronization. Phase drifts of the optical equipment to measure the synchronization. Phase drifts of the electron beam axis (Offset). The position and free aperture of the main beam line elements are represented by blue squares. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)

Fig. 5. The 3σ envelope of the electron beam in the common beam line, in case the electron beam is coaxial with the proton beam (OnAxis) or with an offset to the proton beam axis (Offset). The position and free aperture of the main beam line elements are represented by blue squares. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)

3. Plasma source

AWAKE will use a rubidium vapor source [15] ionized by a short laser pulse (see Table 1). Rubidium plasma consists of heavy ions, that mitigate plasma ions motion effects. The plasma cell is 10 m long and has a diameter of 4 cm. The density uniformity is achieved by imposing a uniform temperature (within 0.2%) along the source. For that purpose a heat exchanger with sufficient heat carrying fluid flow is used. Synthetic oil is circulated inside a thermal insulation around the tube containing the rubidium vapor. The oil temperature can be stabilized to ± 0.05 °C. A threshold ionization process for the first Rb electron is used to turn the uniform neutral density into a uniform plasma density. The ionization potential is very low, \( \Phi_{\text{Rb}} = 4.177 \text{ eV} \), as is the intensity threshold for over the barrier ionization (OBI), \( I_{\text{ioniz}} \approx 1.7 \times 10^{15} \text{ W/cm}^2 \).

At the two ends of the 10 m long plasma cell fast valves were foreseen originally, with the fast valves open only to let the proton, laser and electron beam pass. However, gas dynamic simulations of the Rb vapor flow showed that the fast valves were not fast enough (1–3 m) to ensure a short enough density ramp: for efficient electron trapping one needs the density ramp shorter than \( \approx 10 \text{ cm} \). To meet this requirement the vapor cell ends will now have a continuous flow through orifices at each end [13]. The Rb sources should be placed as close as possible to the orifices to minimize the density ramp length. Thus there is continuous flow of Rb from the sources to the plasma cell and afterwards from the plasma cell to the expansion volumes through the orifices (10 mm diameter). The walls of the expansion volumes should be cold enough (39 °C, the melting temperature of Rb) to condense all Rb atoms. The density gradient in the plasma cell will be controlled by the temperature difference of the Rb sources at each end of the plasma cell. In order to control a density gradient of 0.5–5% with at least 50% precision the relative reservoir temperatures must be controlled with a precision of 0.1 °C or better.

4. Electron injection

In order to optimize the electron acceleration in the plasma various schemes for electron injection have been investigated. The history of the evolution on the optimized electron injection for AWAKE is described in [16]. In the first experimental phase the electron bunch will be at least one plasma period long in order to avoid exact phasing with the proton bunch modulation and thus cover several modulation cycles. Once the SMI is better understood and optimal parameters are found, it is planned to inject short electron bunches at the desired phase.

4.1. Oblique injection

At the plasma entrance the plasma density increases smoothly from zero to the baseline density of \( 7 \times 10^{14} \text{electrons/cm}^2 \). Electrons initially propagating along the proton beam axis are not...
trapped by the plasma wave in case the plasma density increases over a too long distance. The effect is similar to the plasma lens effect [17] and is explained in detail in [16]. For the parameters of the AWAKE experiment, a transition region of 10 cm length is sufficient to defocus the electrons.

To shorten the transition area, the plasma cell ends are designed with a continuous flow through orifices as described in Section 3. With this design the defocusing region is on the order of 15 cm. This distance is still sufficient to deliver a radial momentum of about 0.5 MeV/c to the electrons thus preventing their trapping by the plasma wave. But fortunately the defocusing region does not extend beyond the radial plasma boundary [16]. So the electrons that are outside the ionized area in the plasma transition region propagate freely and some of them can even receive a small focusing push of several mrad.

Applying an oblique electron injection as shown in Fig. 6 mitigates the loss of the electrons at the plasma density transition region: the electrons have a small radial offset with respect to the proton beam upstream the plasma cell and are injected with a small angle $\alpha_i$ into the plasma. In this way they approach the axis in the region of already constant plasma density and therefore can get trapped into the established plasma wave. The optimum values for the oblique injection scheme found in simulations are [16]: electron delay $\xi_e = 11.5$ cm, injection angle $\alpha_i = 2.8$ mrad, and focusing point $z_f = 140$ cm. These values are compatible with the range of settings for the electron beam line (see Section 2.3) and therefore no changes in the facility design are required.

4.2. Density gradient along the plasma

With the plasma cell design as described in Section 3 a plasma density gradient of several percent along the 10 m long plasma cell can be created. If the gradient is positive the resulting change of density along the 10 m long plasma cell for the oblique injection methods, Beam loading is taken into account.

5. Diagnostics

5.1. Direct SMI measurements

The direct SMI diagnostic tools are based on transition radiation measurements [19].

The optical transition radiation (OTR) is prompt and its time structure reflects that of the bunch charge density hitting the radiator foil placed in the beam path. For AWAKE the plasma and modulation frequency range is 100–300 GHz. The time structure of the light and the proton bunch can be characterized using a $\approx 1$ ps resolution streak camera. The ability of the streak camera to detect the ps modulation of the light signal was tested using heating laser beams; the results show that the period of the modulation can be measured for frequencies of up to 300 GHz [13].

Coherent transition radiation (CTR) diagnostics uses time-resolved and heterodyne frequency measurements to determine the frequency and possibly amplitude of the SMI. The CTR has a radially polarized electric field and has a maximum emission at a certain angle that depends on the particular experimental conditions of the plasma density. This makes it difficult to couple into the fundamental mode of circular or rectangular wave-guides, therefore using quasi-optical propagation to handle the CTR beam at least in the vicinity of the interaction point is considered. The CTR can be detected when focused onto a pyro-detector or to couple part of a beam into a horn antenna and then detect it with the help of Schottky diodes.

5.2. Indirect SMI measurement

Protons in the defocusing phase of the wavefields exit the plasma close to the plasma center and appear as a narrow core on transverse profiles downstream the plasma. In [20] it is shown that the defocusing angle is on the order of 1 mrad for the 400 GeV/c protons. For the indirect SMI measurements two beam-imaging screens (BTVs) at a distance of $\approx 8$ m will be inserted downstream the plasma cell in order to measure the transverse bunch shape and the beam size. Detailed studies of the screen material showed that a 1 mm thick Chromox-6 ($\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3\cdot\text{Cr}_2\text{O}_3$) scintillator with a hole or an OTR material at the beam centre can measure the beam shape and produce enough light, with only minimal interference of the proton beam. A defocused beam edge resolution of 0.6 mm can be achieved [20].

5.3. Electron spectrometer

The electron spectrometer system [21] consists of a C-shaped dipole providing a 1.5 T field to separate the electrons from the proton beam and disperse them in energy onto a scintillating screen (baseline is gadolinium oxysulfide). The spectrometer system also includes a quadrupole doublet in a point-to-point imaging configuration, to focus the beam exiting the plasma onto the spectrometer screen and increase the energy resolution. An optical line will transport the screen light to a CCD camera. Radiation protection calculations showed that the CCD camera needs to be located at a position 17 m away from the screen in order to avoid radiation damage. Calculations show that by transporting the light to the camera using a series of mirrors and a suitable commercially available lens a peak signal to noise ratio of at least 120 is achieved at the expected electron acceleration capture efficiency.

6. The AWAKE underground facility and safety aspects

Modifying the CNGS underground high radiation area for AWAKE beam requires challenging modifications in a complex...
experimental area. AWAKE services and infrastructure must be integrated within the existing radiation facility and at the same time be designed and installed to keep the radiation dose to personnel as low as possible. Shielding was installed and CNS elements dismantled or exchanged in order to turn the high-radiation, no-access CNS facility into a supervised radiation area with safe regular access. Fig. 4 shows the integration of the AWAKE beam lines in the CNS facility; the diagnostics is downstream of the plasma cell and not seen in the figure.

Fire safety equipment and the access procedures must be modified following extensive fire risk assessments, in order to deal with the specific AWAKE access needs (a stop-and-go proof-of-principle experiment) and properties of the new equipment. Because of the high radiation, materials in CNS were limited to concrete, iron, graphite, etc. leading to a very low fuel load of the area. The much lower radiation level in AWAKE means that racks, electronics and other equipment with a non-negligible fuel load are still installed in an underground area that is 1 km distance from the nearest exit. In order to guarantee fire safety, a new and more complex fire zone layout was created. Fire resistant walls and doors will ensure that at least two evacuation paths are available for every AWAKE area. Fire risk assessment were performed for the regions with the higher fuel loads (e.g. the oil-based klystron for the electron source), fire intervention and evacuation exercises are organised and the fire safety and evacuation information will be part of a dedicated AWAKE safety course, obligatory for every person wanting to enter the area.

Radiation protection calculations have been performed using FLUKA Monte Carlo code [22,23] to study the radiation environment in the AWAKE facility. The results show that access to the AWAKE experimental area has to be prohibited during the proton beam operation as the prompt dose equivalent rate exceeds 100 mSv/h. As a consequence, the experiment and equipment must be remotely controlled. To allow partial access to the laser room and the klystron area during the operation of the electron beam, an appropriate shielding wall around the electron gun has to be designed. During electron operation radiation levels in accessible areas will be continuously monitored. Moreover, a dedicated air management system of the area including an airborne radioactivity monitor has to be installed to guarantee safe access conditions after proton beam operation.

7. Summary

AWAKE is a proof-of-principle accelerator R&D experiment currently being built at CERN. It is the first proton-driven wakefield acceleration experiment worldwide, with the aim to provide a design for a particle physics frontier accelerator at the TeV scale. The installation of the AWAKE experiment is advancing well. Hardware and beam commissioning is planned for the first half of 2016. The physics of the self-modulation instability as a function of the plasma and proton beam properties will be studied starting by the end of 2016. The longitudinal accelerating wakefield will be probed with externally injected electrons starting by the end of 2017. At a later stage it is foreseen to have two plasma cells in order to separate the modulation of the proton bunch from the acceleration stage and to reach even higher gradients.
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